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With the Army projected to
increase servicemember pres-
ence to a peak of around

56,000 in the Camp Humphrey, Korea,
area by 2017, and with other restation-
ing efforts affecting Guam, Japan, and
its Okinawa Prefecture, the Defense
Commissary Agency’s (DeCA) West
Region’s OCONUS operations require
the agency’s close attention. In this
wide-ranging geographic area, service-
member needs could quickly outstrip
any organization’s abilities to fulfill
them — at least without the tightest
coordination between, in this case,
DeCA headquarters, the Military service
branches involved, the patrons them-
selves and the headquarters, region,
zone, and store staff that serve them.
To this end, DeCA Director and

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Philip E.
Sakowitz Jr., embarked on a tour of the
agency’s Korea and Japan facilities, and
by all accounts, patrons and staff he met
in those countries are “stoked” about the
benefit DeCA is bringing to servicemem-
bers and their families in the region.
With the concerns and pressures of

running a $5.8 billion benefit operation
— one that also happens to be a global
grocery store network — for U.S. ser-
vicemembers and their families being an
everyday reality for Sakowitz, it might
be difficult for some to imagine when, if
at all, there might ever be an opportunity
for Sakowitz to kick up his heels and
have some fun. However, anyone famil-
iar with him, even in the slightest,
knows he works hard, plays hard, and
gets plenty of exercise, too. But the real
secret to what makes the DeCA director
tick, many believe, and Sakowitz him-
self would likely tell you, are people,

specifically the servicemembers and
families he serves and the people of the
organization he leads — DeCA.
It should come as no surprise, then,

that a fair smattering of lighthearted
moments were seamlessly intertwined
with the serious business of evaluating
the vital support DeCA provides to
patrons and military readiness, and that
all through the trip, Sakowitz found a
commissary network that takes pride in
being patron-oriented. Highlights
along the way included a commissary-
sponsored Easter Egg Hunt at
Sagamihara, Japan; an interview with
Armed Forces Network (AFN); a
review of Central Distribution Center
(CDC) operations; and opportunities
taken at every turn to stop and talk
with employees and customers.

VISION
Immediately before embarking on

this tour of major facilities in Korea and
Japan, the DeCA Director and CEO
took the opportunity to share his vision
of service and servicemember support
with Region headquarters executives,
store directors, CDC managers, and
zone managers from Japan, Korea and
Guam, during a DeCA West “Pod”
meeting at the region’s headquarters in
McClellan, Calif.
During the Pod meeting, Sakowitz

covered a number of topics ranging from
the store metrics, support standards, and
ways to measure and achieve success, to
the various facets of the DeCA mission.
DeCA, he told them, had achieved the
highest score ever in “customer orienta-
tion.” Our employees, he emphasized,
“understand our mission.”
Referencing strong sales and
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DeCA Director and CEO Philip E. Sakowitz Jr. (center) and DeCA Senior
Enlisted Advisor Command Sgt. Maj. Victor M. Garcia, USA, (left) talk with
commissary shoppers Sgt. William Johnson and SSgt. Monica Vargas at
the Camp Humphreys, Korea, Commissary. The Army projects troop
build-up to peak around 56,000 in the Camp Humphreys area by 2017.

Personally engaging patrons is one aspect of leadership that Sakowitz not only enjoys
but also finds a key piece to successfully operating a global benefit. Here, the DeCA
Director talks with Lt. Col Eric Mayheu, 36th Airlift Squadron Director of Operations.

The 36th is part of the 374th Air Wing Operations Group at Yokota AB, Japan.

Kanto Plain Central Distribution Center (CDC) Manager Kevin Lindsey (right) toured
Philip E. Sakowitz Jr. (left) and DeCA West Acting Director Keith Hagenbuch (center)
through DeCA’s newest distribution facility, at Yokohama North Dock, Japan. The
86,400-square-foot North Dock CDC opened in January 2009 and supplies chill and

freeze products to six commissaries in central Japan, near Tokyo.
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DeCA Director Finds

On Korea, Japan Tours
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increased customer count in the region
and throughout the DeCA network of
stores, he told those gathered, “The
economy is helping bring customers in,
but also, your customer service, our
fine facilities and the significant sav-
ings are what make the commissary
worth the trip.”

SUPPORT MODEL
On the second day of the Pod meet-

ing, the Director addressed the region’s
store managers and American Logistics
Association (ALA) members involved in
supporting and supplying Region stores.
“You are doing a wonderful job,”
Sakowitz told them, “delivering a valu-
able and important benefit. The commis-
sary benefit is strong, and we are building
a model for all our stores using metrics.”
A primary component of this model,

CLASS — Commissary Levels of
Authorized Standard Services (see E&C
News 5/09) and DeCA’s goals for
engaging in this program, were hot top-
ics. In this context, he said, the key pri-
orities for the agency and its staff to
address are:
1. To know and understand the service
level needed at any given location,

2. To provide customers with a knowl-
edge of the standards they should
expect at their facility, and

3. To help in measuring the perfor-
mance of employees
To achieve these objectives,

Sakowitz explained, “We will manage
to these levels.” DeCA, he said, “is
developing the service analysis team,
gathering experts who will meet to
decide what our standards are, then we
can determine the level of support
required to maintain these standards.”
Departing California April 2, and
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‘In my many conversations with servicemembers

and their families stationed in South Korea and

Japan, we talked about their quality of life. I heard

nothing but positive comments from our

customers about our delivery of their commissary

benefit: clean, well-merchandised stores, and

customer-oriented employees. Wherever I go,

including this recent trip to the Far East, I continue

to be impressed by the professionalism and

dedication of our employees in the stores and

the central distribution centers.’

— Defense Commissary Agency Director and Chief Executive Officer
Philip E. Sakowitz Jr.

arriving in South Korea April 3, the
executives participating in the first leg
of the tour visited four commissaries in
South Korea (Yongsan, Hannam
Village, Camp Humphreys, and Osan)
as well as the Yongsan and Osan CDCs.

QUALITY OF LIFE
With an Army presence that is

expected to peak around 56,000 in the
Camp Humphreys area by 2017, a
smoothly functioning infrastructure will
be critical in providing a taste of home
for servicemembers and their families
based in the area. While the groundwork
for much of the construction there has
begun, DeCA already has a head start
on other vital ingredients, top-notch per-
sonnel and patron goodwill.
“In my many conversations with

servicemembers and their families sta-
tioned in South Korea and Japan, we
talked about their quality of life. I
heard nothing but positive comments
from our customers about our delivery
of their commissary benefit: clean,
well-merchandised stores, and cus-
tomer-oriented employees. Wherever I
go, including this recent trip to the Far
East, I continue to be impressed by the
professionalism and dedication of our
employees in the stores and the central
distribution centers.”
At Camp Humphreys, the military

command team, which included DeCA
West Acting Director Keith Hagenbuch,
DeCA Senior Enlisted Advisor
Command Sgt. Maj. Victor M. Garcia,
USA, and DeCA Dietician Lt. Col.
Karen E. Hawkins, USA, among others,
provided Sakowitz a windshield tour
and briefing on the troop relocation and
build-up at Camp Humphreys.
DeCA is building a 90,000-square-

foot store at the site to accommodate ser-
vicemembers relocating from Yongsan
and other camps in the northern part of
the Republic of Korea (ROK). The store
construction at Camp Humphreys is
being funded by the ROK.
Sakowitz and his team continued on

to Japan April 10, where they visited
four commissaries — Camp Zama,
Sagamihara Housing Area, Yokota AB,
and NAF Atsugi — and the Yokohama
North Dock Freeze and Chill Distribution
Center, before returning to the U.S. six
days later. With his background in Army
installation management, Sakowitz could
readily appreciate the behind-the-scenes
efforts of DeCA employees, and their
military and industry partners, to help
keep the store network running smoothly
and effectively. Sakowitz reported he was
particularly impressed with CDC opera-
tions, and was “amazed at how the distri-
bution channel works so efficiently.”

—E&C NEWS

Located in the off-post Hannam Village, Korea, military housing area, two and a half miles from the
main entrance to Yongsan, the Hannam Village store is the smaller of the two DeCA stores serving the
Army Garrison. Accompanied by Zone Manager Michael Mertz (back, right) and Store Manager Garcia,
So Jung (front right) told Sakowitz (front left) and Command Sgt. Maj. Victor M. Garcia (back left) that

the store’s smaller size offers many opportunities to provide specialized customer service.

Osan CDC Manager Charles Harris (center row, fifth from left) and the Osan CDC staff join Sakowitz (second row, left of
Harris) for a group photo. The Osan CDC supplies chill and freeze products to all 12 commissaries on the Korean peninsula.

Visiting chefs from the base galley and the USS George Washington, home-based at NAF
Atsugi, Japan, regularly demonstrate healthy cooking techniques and recipes in the Atsugi
Commissary. CS1 Eric Gonzalez (center), a chef at the NAF Atsugi base galley, featured
healthy salads the day DeCA Director and CEO Philip E. Sakowitz Jr. (left) and DeCA
Senior Enlisted Advisor Command Sgt. Maj. Victor M. Garcia, USA, (right) visited.
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